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Summary

One of the hallmark features of the integrin receptors
is the ability to transmit signals bidirectionally through
the cell membrane. The transmembrane integrin do-
mains are pivotal to the signaling events. An under-
standing of the signaling mechanism requires struc-
tural information. Here, we report a structural model
of the transmembrane and part of the cytosolic do-
mains of the �IIb�3 integrin in its resting state. The
model was obtained computationally by a restrained
conformational search of helix-helix interactions. It
agrees with one published NMR structure of the cyto-
plasmic complex and can put many experimental
findings on structural grounds. According to our
model, integrins form an intricately designed coiled-
coil structure in the resting state. The conserved Gly-
cophorin A (GpA)-like sequence motif of the �, but
not the �, subunit, is in the interface of this model.
Based on our calculations and other data, a signaling
mechanism that involves a transient GpA-like struc-
ture is proposed.

Introduction

Integrins are cellular receptors that are involved in many
fundamental cellular tasks. They have been implicated
with diverse processes like cell proliferation, migration,
cell invasion, and others (Martin et al., 2002). All of
these tasks are crucial for multicellular life. On top of
their physiological importance, integrins are involved in
many pathophysiological processes ranging from tu-
mor metastasis to infertility (Humphries, 2000; Kumar,
2003). To fulfill their diverse tasks, integrins adopt dif-
ferent activation states.

In the ground state, integrins have a low affinity to
their extracellular matrix ligands. To increase the affin-
ity, integrins receive intracellular signals. Following in-
side-out signaling, affinity increase, and subsequent
extracellular ligand binding, an outside-in signal is
transduced (Kim et al., 2003). This second signal trig-
gers an intracellular cascade.

The importance of the transmembrane (TM) domains
for these processes has only been recently realized.
The first direct evidence for transmembrane interac-
tions was from electron microscopy images of full inte-
grins that clearly showed electron densities corre-
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sponding to the integrin TM domains (Adair and Yeager,
2002). Studies in biological and biochemical test sys-
tems, along with crosslinking studies, have further un-
derlined the complex transmembrane association be-
havior of integrins (Hughes et al., 1996; Kim et al., 2003;
Li et al., 2001, 2003, 2004a, 2004b, 2005; Luo et al.,
2004; Schneider and Engelman, 2004).

Springer and coworkers elegantly demonstrated that
the transmembrane domains separate after the inte-
grins bind ligands (Kim et al., 2003). Afterwards, study-
ing the low-affinity conformation of whole integrins in
membranes, they performed crosslinking studies of the
TM domains, which provided important structural re-
straints (Luo et al., 2004). The TM-crosslinked integrins
were still able to bind ligands with high affinity after
the addition of Mg2+ to the extracellular domains. This
finding indicates that no conformational change of the
TM domains is necessary for a high-affinity integrin
conformation. Activating intracellular, membrane-proxi-
mal mutations gave rise to nonspecific crosslinking
patterns.

For a molecular understanding of integrin signaling
and a comprehensive interpretation of the different bio-
chemical data available, a structure of the transmem-
brane and cytosolic domains is critical. While struc-
tures of the extracellular domains of integrins exist
(Xiao et al., 2004; Xiong et al., 2001, 2002), the struc-
tural models of the transmembrane and cytosolic parts
remain ambiguous. Since structures of transmembrane
domains are difficult to obtain by classical experimental
procedures like NMR or X-ray crystallography, compu-
tational modeling has proven to be an excellent tool
for the generation of structural models of TM domains,
provided that structurally interpretable data are avail-
able (Adams et al., 1996, 1998; Fleming and Engelman,
2001; Forrest et al., 1998; Gottschalk et al., 2002;
Gottschalk and Kessler, 2004a; Sansom et al., 1997).

Different computational models of the TM domains
and three different conformations of the intracellular
domains, based on NMR studies of truncated peptides
lacking the transmembrane domains, have been pro-
posed (Adair and Yeager, 2002; Gottschalk et al., 2002;
Gottschalk and Kessler, 2004a, 2004b; Li et al., 2004b,
2005; Luo et al., 2004; Vinogradova et al., 2002; Weljie
et al., 2002).

This paper reports a structural model of the integrin
αIIbβ3 transmembrane and part of the cytosolic do-
mains based on computational modeling in combina-
tion with reported experimental crosslinking restraints.
It will be proposed that integrins can form an intricately
designed right-handed coiled-coil structure, and that
the low-affinity TM conformation of integrins is not
GpA-like. The model is in agreement with many experi-
mental data, including one of the three NMR structures
of the cytosolic domains and independent mutational
data, which have not been used in the model genera-
tion. According to our calculations, the cytoplasmic do-
mains are important for locking the integrin in this non-
GpA-like conformation, and our finding is in line with
experimental findings (Lu et al., 2001). This result is
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brought into context with the data by Schneider and g
pEngelman (2004) indicating a GpA-like structure of the

TM domains. A signaling mechanism with a transient
wGpA-like structure resolves the apparent contradiction
tbetween our model and the data of Schneider and En-
1gelman. The high amount of structural data backing
fthis current model renders it a reliable tool for under-
sstanding integrin activation at the atomic level.
9
d

Results and Discussion t
t

Restrained Global Conformational Search h
of the TM Domains c
Luo and coworkers performed crosslinking experiments d
on the transmembrane domains of whole integrins in e
intact cells (Luo et al., 2004). In their experiments, Luo r
et al. mutated αIIb and β3 at 10 and 12, respectively, l
different positions along the transmembrane segment. d
They tested a total of 120 pairs of cysteine mutants for l
their ability to form disulphide bridges under conditions m
that ensured that the integrin is in its resting state (as a
described in Luo et al., 2004). A specific pattern of l
crosslinking efficiency was observed when these rest- d
ing conditions were kept. Under activating conditions, T
no specific crosslinking pattern was seen, indicating t
that the crosslinks refer to a single conformation. The r
crosslinks chosen here as restraints for a conforma- o
tional search of the integrin TM domains were based i
on the crosslinking efficiency derived by following the N
argument of Springer and coworkers (Luo et al., 2004). e
The crosslinks with the highest efficiency (more than C
80% crosslinks) were G972-L697, G972-V700, V969-V696, s
V971-L697, and W968-V696. All crosslinking data used
for the modeling were gathered under identical condi- f
tions so that the crosslinking efficiency is directly com- o
parable. These crosslinks are structurally interpretable s

oand can be used as distance restraints in a restrained
Table 1. Characterization of Cluster Properties

Helical Cluster 1 2 6 9

Structural parameters
Energy −30.7 −30.4 −38.3 −33.9
Crossing angle 14.7 17.3 −11.4 −18.3
Interface area 258.2 259.1 289.6 253.6
Members in cluster 25 21 42 15

Distances
W968-V696 5 4.8 5 5
V969-V696 5 5 5 5
V971-L697 5 5 5 5
G972-L697 6 7.1 4.4 3.75
G972-V700 4.5 5.1 4.4 4.2

Rmsd to cluster
1 0 1.03 3.57 4.51
2 0 4.15 5.01
6 0 1.35
9 0

Rmsd to singly restrained runs
Restrained residues: G972-L697 1.43 1.09 1.24 1.66
Restrained residues: G972-V700 1.76 1.47 0.98 1.37
Restrained residues: V969-V696 0.85 0.92 1.11 1.54
Restrained residues: V971-L697 1.61 2.5 1.53 2.34
Restrained residues: W968-V696 1.93 1.68 0.53 2.61

Average rmsd 1.52 1.53 1.08 1.90
lobal conformational search (as described in the Ex-
erimental Procedures) (Gottschalk and Kessler, 2004a).
Ten clusters are found by a conformational search
ith the five restraints. Each cluster represents at least

en highly similar structures with an rmsd of less than
Å to at least one other member of the cluster; only

our of these clusters have all-helical representative
tructures (Cluster 1, Cluster 2, Cluster 6, and Cluster
). The other six representative structures are distorted
ue to the restraints imposed on the system. Thus, only
he four all-helical conformations will be discussed fur-
her. Two of the four conformations display a right-
anded crossing angle, and two display a left-handed
rossing angle (Table 1). The two right-handed helix
imers have a lower energy and tighter packing, as
xpressed by the distance between the crosslinked
esidues, than their left-handed counterparts. The two
eft-handed conformations show slight violations of the
istance restraints used during the calculations. The

owest-energy conformation, the right-handed confor-
ation Cluster 6, has the highest interfacial surface

rea (290 Å), is the representative of the highest popu-
ated cluster, and shows the second lowest average
istance between the crosslinked residues (Table 1).
he right-handed structures and the left-handed struc-
ures are very similar (Table 1 and Figure 1). The low
msd within the two groups is certainly within the error
f the method. Certain differences exist between the

nterfaces of the two groups (Figure 1). While the
-terminal parts, for which the crosslinking restraints
xist, have a very similar interface, the interface of the
-terminal parts differs approximately by a 1-residue
hift.
A basic problem exists in the context of using dif-

erent independently obtained crosslinks simultane-
usly. Crosslinks disturb the energy landscape of the
ystem and can potentially drive it into either nonphysi-
logical conformations or change the equilibrium be-
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Figure 1. Interface of Cluster 1 and Cluster 6

(A and B) The surface of the interacting partner is depicted in gray,
and side chains that are closer than 4.5 Å to the interacting helix
are depicted as white sticks. (A) Cluster 1. (B) Cluster 6. Left: The
β subunit is shown as a surface representation, and the α subunit
is shown as sticks. Right: The α subunit is shown as a surface
representation, and the β subunit is shown as sticks.
tween different substates. The crosslinks might refer to
different substates; thus, even if all crosslinks can be
fulfilled in a single conformation (as shown above), this
conformation might not be physiologically relevant, but
rather could constitute an unnatural average of sub-
states. To test whether single crosslink restraints—em-
ulating better the actual experiments performed than
the simultaneous use of all restraints—drive the system
into the same direction as all crosslinks together, five
restrained global searches with one restraint each have
been performed. The result of these five searches is
compared to the previous calculation with all restraints
(Table 1). Cluster 6 is well represented by all singly re-
strained runs. All rmsds are below 2 Å, and two are
even below 1 Å, demonstrating that this conformation
represents a relaxed state. The other three conforma-
tions are less well represented by the singly restrained
conformations, indicating that, for those conforma-
tions, the restraints put the system under stress. Never-
theless, for all conformations, similar structures are
found when using only one restraint or when using all
restraints.

The analysis of the calculations shows that: (a) all
restraints can be fulfilled in a single helical conforma-
tion; (b) similar conformations are found by either using
all restraints or only single restraints, indicating that all
restraints refer to a single structure; (c) a right-handed
conformation, Cluster 6, appears to be favored, since it
is the lowest energy conformation that represents the
highest populated cluster and is best represented by
the singly restrained runs; but that (d) despite the evi-
dence supporting Cluster 6, the crosslinking restraints
are not sufficient to unambiguously determine the
handedness and the interface of the helix dimer.

Conformational Search of Cytoplasmatically
Extended Helices
Since the crosslinking restraints cannot define a single
structure of the TM domains, further structural data are
needed for an unambiguous model. Based on second-
ary structure predictions (Gottschalk et al., 2002) as
well as NMR data (Vinogradova et al., 2000, 2002, 2004;
Weljie et al., 2002) it is known that the membrane-proxi-
mal parts of the cytosolic domains are a helical exten-
sion of the transmembrane domains. With the knowl-
edge of the secondary structure of this part of the
integrin dimer, contact data of the membrane proximal
parts of the cytosolic domains can help to further re-
strain the system. Although three different NMR struc-
tures of the complex of the cytosolic domains exist,
the lack of a membrane component during structure
elucidation and therefore the lack of important environ-
mental restraints might influence the biological signifi-
cance of the reported structures. For accurate model-
ing, it is important to use only information on whole
integrins in intact cells in order to ascertain biologically
relevant data. One restraint that fulfills these criteria is
a reported salt bridge between β-D723 and α-R995
(Hughes et al., 1996). Since these two residues are
within the helical part of the cytosolic domain, the dis-
tance between them can be restrained in a global
search of helix-helix interactions with extended helices.

The additional restraint resolves the ambiguity de-
scribed above. Only one single structural model is
found by a restrained global conformational search, if
in addition to the crosslinking data, the salt bridge is
used as a restraint with extended helices as input. The
calculated structure is a right-handed coiled coil. The
transmembrane part is very similar to Cluster 6, with an
rmsd between the two structures of 1.3 Å.

Following the argument described above, an un-
restrained conformational search of the extended heli-
ces was performed as a test for the relevance of the
restrained search. Failing to find a structure similar to
that found for the restrained run would indicate an un-
reasonable modification of the energy landscape by the
restraints. The unrestrained search did not result in a
single cluster with the stringent cluster criteria used be-
fore (ten structures with a pairwise rmsd of lower than
1.0 Å). Relaxing the cluster criteria to allow an rmsd
of less than 1.5 Å resulted in 11 clusters, 5 of which
correspond to right-handed structures. One of these
five right-handed clusters has a representative struc-
ture with an rmsd of 1.4 Å to the cluster from the re-
strained search. The convergence of the unrestrained
search and the restrained search indicates that the re-
straints can be easily fulfilled without pulling the system
into a strained conformation, supporting the notion that
the crosslinking restraints and the salt bridge corre-
spond to a single structure. The necessity of relaxing
the cluster definitions points to the increased degrees
of freedom experienced by the longer helices.

The high amount of structural data used for the gen-
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t
ieration of this model, the fortunate placement of the
Brestraints at each end of the helix, and the convergence
cof the unrestrained and the restrained searches sug-
egest that the model is of high confidence. The number
cof intersubunit restraints is of the same order as that
sencountered for NMR structures of dimeric proteins or
rpeptides (Dehner et al., 2001; Vinogradova et al., 2002;
tWeljie et al., 2002). Thus, the resolution can be com-
tpared to a low-resolution NMR structure, which already
mallows for a detailed discussion of the structure.
l
fThe Coiled-Coil Structure of the Integrin
lTo better understand the analysis of the integrin coiled-
Gcoil structure, a short description of the structural
Gparameters of coiled coils is given here, in line with the
(excellent description of these structures in (Lupas and
LGruber, 2005). Canonical, straight α helices have 3.6
presidues per turn (Pauling et al., 1951). As first pro-
pposed by Crick (1952), packing of side chains in the
lcore of interacting helices leads to a distortion of the
pindividual helices. The distortion allows regular interac-

tions of side chains every seven residues, or two turns
sof each helix in a so-called “knobs-into-holes” packing,
tin which the residues (“knobs”) are not directly facing
teach other but rather are packed into “holes” of the
Ghelix partner. This leads to a distorted helix with 3.5
aresidues per turn. The individual positions in a helix

with a heptad repeat are labeled “a”–“g” (Figure 2, top). m
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dFigure 2. Core Packing in Coiled Coils
cHelical wheel representation of coiled coils. In canonical coiled
lcoils, “knobs-into-holes” packing is achieved by distorting the heli-
aces to a certain extent. This leads to two periodic core positions,

“a” and “d,” denoted as a and d layers (top view), in a heptad (a– T
g) repeat of residues. Insertion of four residues (stutter) causes a k
rotation of the helices against each other, transforming the original b
a layers into x layers, and the d and e layers into so-called da i
layers. X layers are directly facing either each other or da layers,
depending on the exact location of the stutter (bottom). The 11/3

pperiodicity of a right-handed coiled coil can be formally described
tas a canonical heptad together with a stutter. The existence of x

layers disfavors the formation of right-handed coiled-coil dimers. c
n soluble proteins, the core residues (a layers and d
ayers) tend to be more hydrophobic, while the flanking
esidues tend to be more hydrophilic. The coiled-coil
tructure thus leads to a heptad repeat of the chemical
ature of side chains. Such a coiled-coil structure
orms a left-handed supercoil and is found in leucine
ipper proteins (Lupas and Gruber, 2005; O’Shea et al.,
991). The periodicity of a helix in a coiled coil distorted

n the described way is termed 7/2 (seven residues in
wo turns). Pauling suggested different regular period-
cities for each helix, such as 11/3 (11 residues in 3
urns, 3.67 residues per turn) or 15/4 (3.75 residue per
elical turn) (Pauling and Corey, 1953), which have in-
eed been observed in protein structures (Stetefeld et
l., 2000). While the 7/2 periodicity has less residues
er turn than the canonical α helix and therefore results

n a left-handed coiled-coil, 11/3 or 15/4 periodicities
ave more residues per turn and lead to right-handed
oiled-coils. The 11/3 periodicities can be thought of
s a regular heptad repeat with the insertion of four
esidues, a so-called stutter (Lupas and Gruber, 2005).
tutters affect the core packing of the residues signifi-
antly. They can be imagined as a rotation of the indivi-
ual helix. Residues are shifted from position “a” to the
enter of the interface core and now occupy a position

abeled “x,” while residues from positions “d” and “e”
re moved to positions labeled “da” (Figure 2, bottom).
his transforms the knobs-into-holes packing into a
nobs-into-knobs packing for the x layer. x layers may
e combined with da layers to avoid clashes, depend-

ng on the exact location of the stutter.
How does the calculated integrin structure fit into this

icture? The following structural description refers to
he result of the constrained search. Judged from the
rossing angles, the coiled-coil structure is divided into
wo parts: the N-terminal part follows an 11/3 periodic-
ty, and the C-terminal part follows a 15/4 periodicity.
oth periodicities are found among right-handed coiled
oils. The N-terminal part needs to compensate for the
xistence of x layers, which can potentially lead to
lashes. Here, according to the structural model, a
trategy is pursued that has also been observed for the
ight-handed (albeit antiparallel) coiled-coil structure of
he Mnt repressor (Nooren et al., 1999). As observed in
he Mnt repressor structure, and also in the integrin
odel described here, x layers are combined with da

ayers in order to avoid clashes, and small residues are
avored. In detail, the interacting residues are as fol-
ows: W968 in x position and V696/L697 in da position;
972 in x position and V700/M701 in da position; G975/
976 as da and I704 as x; and only L979-G708 as x-x

Figure 2). The C-terminal part is rather canonical, with
983-L712 in a position, A986/M987-W715/K716 in de
ositions, V990-I719 in h position, and K994-D723 in l
osition (Figure 2). The nomenclature of the layers fol-

ows the one outlined by Lupas and Gruber (2005). The
ositions of the 15/4 periodicity are labeled “a” to “o.”
If one presumes that all integrins share their basic

tructure, the small residues in x positions or in da posi-
ions close to x positions should be conserved. Indeed,
he prevalence of small residues at positions G972 and
976 in α-integrin sequences led to the postulation of
GpA-like structure with a GxxxG motif of α homodi-
ers and α/β heterodimers (Adair and Yeager, 2002;
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Figure 3. Interacting Residues in the Coiled-Coil Model

Each turn of the helix is shown together with the interacting residues as sticks. Cyan, β subunit; green, α subunit. The crosslinked residues
are marked with a star, and the salt bridge used as a restraint is marked with a “$.”
Gottschalk et al., 2002; Gottschalk and Kessler, 2004a;
Li et al., 2004b; Schneider and Engelman, 2004). Re-
cently, Li et al. (2005) showed that mutations disrupting
the G972xxxG976 motif activate integrins. Since inte-
grin activation is accompanied by TM domain separa-
tion, Li et al. argued that the most probable explanation
for the activation is the disruption of the heteromeric
interface. Our structural model reflects this explanation.

G708 has a fundamental role in our model. It is at the
only position at which two x layers face each other, and
no other side chain is suitable for this fold. Remarkably,
G708 is completely conserved in all integrins (with the
exception of the unusual β8 integrins) (Gottschalk et al.,
2002). Interestingly, a G708N mutation and an M701N
mutation have been shown to increase constitutive fi-
brinogen binding as well as β homotrimerization (Li et
al., 2003). Both of these residues are at the hetero-
dimeric binding interface according to our model. Origi-
nally, the fibrinogen binding increase has been attrib-
uted to the increased tendency of the mutants to form
β trimers, implying that these trimers facilitate cluster
formation. Our model offers an additional explanation:
while the heterodimeric coiled coil can accommodate
an M701N mutation (although the exact structural or
energetic consequences of such a mutation cannot be
accurately described by the model), G708N is disrup-
tive. Therefore, a G708N mutation might have a double
effect: it stabilizes the homomeric β-integrin trimer, and,
additionally, it destabilizes the heteromeric dimer, as
opposed to the M701N mutation. Indeed, the effect of
the G708N mutation on fibrinogen binding is twice the
effect of the M701N mutation (Li et al., 2003).
Of the highly conserved sequence, G991 FFKR995,
G991, K994, and R995 are involved in intersubunit in-
teractions according to our model. D723, which has
been shown to form a salt bridge with R995, binds in
between K994 and R995, forming the only electrostati-
cally complementary patch on the binding site. F992A
and F993A mutations have been shown to activate inte-
grins (Vinogradova et al., 2000). In our model, they are
not involved in intersubunit interactions, a fact that
raises questions about the possible cause of the ob-
served activation. Different lines of argument can be
pursued to resolve the apparent contradiction. Based
on NMR studies, these residues have been implicated
in structural interactions with the nonhelical tail of aIIb
(Vinogradova et al., 2000). Therefore, as suggested be-
fore (Gottschalk et al., 2002; Vinogradova et al., 2000),
the nonhelical tail of the α subunit might be involved in
activity regulation, and the F992A and F993A mutations
might alter the tail conformations. Furthermore, recent
glycosylation studies indicate that both phenylalanines
are located at the membrane/water interface (Armulik
et al., 1999; Stefansson et al., 2004). Mutating these
residues might therefore disturb the anchoring of the
helix in the membrane, leading to an activating confor-
mational change of the complex. Additionally, in the
wild-type protein, these residues might destabilize the
activated state or stabilize a transition or intermediate
state; thus, a mutation can potentially shift the equilib-
rium toward the activated conformation.

The GpA-like motif of the β subunit (S699xxxA703) is
not in the interface of the resting state of integrin αIIbβ3
(Figure 3). This is in contrast to data by Schneider and
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Engelman, who demonstrated for integrin α4β7 by
using their GALLEX system that the GpA-like motifs of
both subunits, in our case G972xxxG976 of αIIb and
S699xxxA703 of β3, are contributing to the heteromeric
dimer formation of integrin TM domains in biological
membranes (Schneider and Engelman, 2004). Schnei-
der and Engelman did not find the interactions reported
here. Since the system used in their studies is highly
dependent on the relative orientation of the TM helices
to the DNA binding domain, the construct used might
have prevented the formation of the interface de-
scribed here.

Surprisingly, even the unrestrained search of the ex-
tended helices did not find any GpA-like conformation
of the TM domain. This seems to be in contrast to our
earlier results (Gottschalk et al., 2002), in which we
showed that an unrestrained search of only the trans-
membrane domains favors a GpA-like conformation. In
our search protocol, we demand that the helices con-
tact over the entire length. This restraint apparently dis-
favors a GpA-like TM domain structure, indicating that
the cytoplasmic parts of the helices prevent the trans-

F
membrane parts from forming their most stable confor- S
mation. Thus, the cytoplasmic parts are mandatory for S
maintaining the integrin in the resting state. This is a t
well-known fact in integrin research: deleting the cyto- i

Fplasmic helices or mutating key residues activates inte-
1grins (Lu et al., 2001; Luo et al., 2004). Despite the fact

that a GpA-like structure is not found in the calculations
described here, the fundamental question of whether
or not the tendency to form the GpA-like structures m
found by Schneider and Engelman is an artifact of the E
construct used or reflects a biologically significant con- (
formation, which might either be transient or reflects l
some signaling intermediate, remains open and will be s
discussed in greater detail later. t

c
AComparison with Structural Data

For the cytoplasmic interactions between αIIb and β3, w
athree NMR models (1KUZ.pdb, 1KUP.pdb, 1M8O.pdb)

have been reported (Vinogradova et al., 2002; Weljie et (
aal., 2002). Since our model includes overlapping frag-

ments with all three models, a direct comparison is c
cpossible. While rather large discrepancies exist be-

tween our model and 1KUP or 1M8O, the model is in b
tvery good agreement with 1KUZ, with a CA rmsd on

the order of 2.3 Å. The main difference between our (
imodel and 1KUZ is that our model is restrained to obey

approximately a canonical α-helical structure, but that a
wdue to either lacking restraints or the flexibility of the

biochemical construct used during structure determi- h
fnation, 1KUZ shows rather large deviations from helic-

ity. The relative orientation between the two fragments r
pis virtually identical (Figure 4). This shows that the

model presented here, based only on restraints ob- m
htained from whole integrins in biological membranes

and the NMR structure of a short cytosolic fragment of r
dthe same complex, converges to a single, consistent

model. Since the two structures were obtained inde- h
tpendently, by using different sets of restraints obtained

by different methods, they mutually strengthen the bio- f
mlogical significance of both the present model and the

NMR structure 1KUZ.
igure 4. Superpositions of the Coiled-Coil Model with the NMR
tructures of the Cytosolic Domains

uperposition of the coiled-coil model (gray) with the NMR struc-
ure of the cytoplasmic complex 1KUZ (red). The backbone rmsd
s 2.3 Å, and the relative orientation (as exemplified by residues
992 and D723) is identical, but deviations from helicity occur in
KUZ.
Different models have been proposed for the TM do-
ain conformation in the resting state. Based on their
M images and conservation criteria, Adair and Yeager

2002) proposed a right-handed coiled coil with a GpA-
ike interface. Our model shows that, in the resting
tate, the GpA-like sequence of the α subunit, but not
he β subunit, is in the interface. Nevertheless, our
oiled-coil model fits well into the electron densities of
dair and Yeager (data not shown). Springer and co-
orkers threaded the sequences on a GpA template
nd minimized the distance of the crosslinked residues
Luo et al., 2004). Although this procedure reproduces
pproximately the interface found here, it restricts the
rossing angle to an artificially high value, which is diffi-
ult to bring into context with the cytoplasmic salt
ridge. Furthermore, the rotation angle is restricted so
hat no adaptation to the sequence can occur. Li et al.
2005) used a Monte Carlo approach to model the rest-
ng state with their mutational data as a guideline. This
pproach led to ambiguous transmembrane models,
hich differed mainly in the crossing angles, with right-
anded crossing angles overrepresented. Their inter-
ace is similar to the one reported here. Using an un-
estrained global search of helix-helix interactions, we
roposed an ambiguous structural model of the TM do-
ains with nearly the identical interface as reported

ere (Gottschalk et al., 2002). The rmsd of our un-
estrained model, obtained without any biochemical
ata, and our experimentally based model presented
ere is 2.3 Å, underlining on the one hand the power of
he methods used, but stressing on the other hand that
or higher resolution models experimental data are
andatory.
One drawback of our prediction scheme is that due
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Figure 5. Structural Model of Integrin Activa-
tion and Signal Transduction

The resting state (I) can be transformed from
the outside to a high-affinity state without
change in TM conformation (IIa). Inside-out
signaling requires a TM conformational change
(IIb). Ligand binding leads to TM separation
(III) and possibly to the formation of new
coiled coils (IV).
to the restraints applied, significant deviations from he-
licity, like π bulges, cannot be predicted correctly; how-
ever, small deviations necessary for supercoiling are
easily compatible with the restraints used. The restric-
tion of the secondary structure to nearly canonical α
helices in our model is a possible source of error, which
cannot be easily adjusted. Nevertheless, CD and NMR
studies, as well as secondary structure prediction, indi-
cate that the part modeled here is predominantly α
helical (Gottschalk et al., 2002; Li et al., 2001, 2002; Vi-
nogradova et al., 2000, 2002, 2004; Weljie et al., 2002).
Yet, certain deviations from helicity have been ob-
served, possibly affecting the accuracy of our model (Li
et al., 2002; Vinogradova et al., 2000, 2002; Weljie et al.,
2002). These deviations might well be a consequence
of the experimental conditions. The current state of the
art does not allow us to include major deviations from
helicity into the modeling procedure due to the rapidly
increasing degrees of freedom. The ability to include
all experimental restraints into a single, consistent
α-helical model supports the notion that the modeled
part is indeed predominantly α helical.

A Signaling Mechanism
One of the hallmark features of integrins is the bidirec-
tional signaling. Due to a couple of seminal papers by
the group of Springer and coworkers, the structural
basis for signaling is mainly solved (Kim et al., 2003;
Takagi et al., 2001, 2003; Xiao et al., 2004). Binding of
signaling molecules induces a structural rearrange-
ment, which separates the integrin stalk regions, and
as such the TM and intracellular domains. The details
of these steps still remain elusive. It has been shown
that locking the transmembrane helices by crosslinking
still enables high-affinity binding of extracellular ligands
(Luo et al., 2004). Thus, the TM domains can remain
associated, even in their resting position, and still the
extracellular domains can adopt a high-affinity confor-
mation. Nevertheless, a conformational change of the
TM domains has to occur in order to transmit a signal
from the inside through the membrane.

Our model shows that the GpA motif of the β subtype
is not involved in the TM interactions in the resting
state, as opposed to the GpA motif of the α subtype.
On the other hand, three points argue for the existence
of a GpA-like structure of some heteromeric integrin
conformation: (a) a conserved GpA-like sequence motif
in nearly all of the α and β subtypes; (b) the results of
a global search of TM interactions of 16 integrin sub-
types, demonstrating that a GpA-like conformation is
the lowest-energy conformation of these helix pairs
(Gottschalk et al., 2002); and (c) the GALLEX results by
Schneider and Engelman (2004), which underline an in-
trinsic propensity of integrin TM domains to form a di-
mer with the GpA motif in both of the helix interfaces.
An intriguing possibility to integrate our structural
model presented here with the data by Schneider and
Engelman is the postulation of a transient GpA-like
transmembrane structure after the binding of intracellu-
lar ligands. The intracellular ligands can initially disturb
the cytoplasmic interactions and thus remove the con-
straint imposed on the transmembrane domains. These
can relax into their most stable state and form a GpA-
like structure. This would resolve the apparent contra-
diction between the GALLEX data and the global con-
formational search of the TM domains on the one hand,
and the model presented here on the other hand. Such
a transient transmembrane conformational change
from the conformation presented here to a GpA-like
conformation can then trigger the extracellular confor-
mational change necessary for raising the affinity.

The TM separation, which in the case of a specific,
directed process has to work against the high-viscosity
membranous environment, is probably energetically
costly. Forming new transmembrane interactions can
potentially provide part of the energy necessary. Muta-
tional work by Li et al. (2003, 2004b, 2005) demon-
strated that stabilizing β trimers and α dimers activate
integrins. Thus, the formation of trimeric coiled coils of
the β subunit or dimeric coiled coils of the α subunit
might be such an energy-providing step. Yet, according
to our model of the αIIbβ3 heterodimer in its resting
state presented here, and the model of the β3 homotri-
mer presented earlier (Gottschalk and Kessler, 2004a),
the interaction interfaces of the heterodimer and the
homotrimer overlap. In both cases, the helix face of
M701 and G708 is buried in the interface. Thus, in order
to trimerize, the TM helices have to separate first. A
transient GpA-like structure would facilitate the trimeri-
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zation and thus also the transmembrane separation,
ssince it would expose the M701-G708 helix face. Such
ta scenario would indicate that unwinding of the hetero
m

α/β coiled coil with potentially the parallel formation of a
the trimeric β coiled coil would be the key steps in the m

ttransmembrane signaling of integrins. The unwinding of
ra coiled-coil structure in the course of integrin signaling
thas recently been proposed as a possible signaling
tmechanism based on glycosylation mapping results
e

(Stefansson et al., 2004). Yet, the biological relevance d
of the trimeric β coiled-coil state has to be tested fur- t

sther. The activating effect might be a secondary effect,
pin which the trimer formation indeed facilitates the
ttransmembrane separation as outlined above, but is
tnot mandatory for signaling.
t

A similar scenario is conceivable with regard to αIIb. t
According to our structural models, this should be a b

bless efficient facilitator of TM separation (and thus of
sintegrin activation), since all states, the resting state,
lthe GpA-like state, and the homodimeric state, share
pthe same interface (Gottschalk et al., 2002; Gottschalk
i

and Kessler, 2004a). Therefore, mutations that disrupt O
the heteromeric interface also disrupt the homodimer. c
Indeed, such hetero- and homodimer interrupting mu- w

ftations have been shown to activate integrins, indicat-
aing that α homodimers are not necessary for integrin
sactivation (Li et al., 2005). Still, stabilization of the ho-
i

modimers pulls the conformational equilibria toward c
the active state, in line with and following the argument
by Li et al. (2005). d

βSummarizing the arguments, an integrin signaling
cmechanism, which integrates the biochemical data
Wknown and is consistent with the structural models gen-

erated, involves four states (Figure 5). A resting state
(state I) is activated either by intracellular ligands (state A
IIb; shown with the transient GpA conformation) or by
extracellular effectors (state IIa). Binding of intracellular I

cor extracellular ligands separates the transmembrane
sdomains (state III) and might induce homomeric in-
pteractions (state IV). As shown by Li and coworkers,
adisturbing either the resting state or stabilizing the ho-
f

momeric interactions shifts the equilibrium to the right.
The transient heteromeric GpA conformation might fa-

Rcilitate TM separation and homomeric coiled-coil for-
R

mation. A
Coiled coils are protein building blocks with fascinat- P

ing properties. Changes of their oligomeric state, un-
winding, and reforming are widely used cellular mecha- R
nisms (Gruber and Lupas, 2003; Martin et al., 2004),

Amost impressively demonstrated by membrane fusion
hproteins (Bullough et al., 1994; Dormitzer et al., 2004;
m

Weis et al., 1990). As demonstrated here, our structural 9
studies together with biochemical data indicate that

A
this versatile structural tool is also involved in integrin C
signaling. t

S
Experimental Procedures A

p
All of the calculations have been performed with the molecular o
modeling and manipulation program CNS, version 1.1 (Brunger et 2
al., 1998). The OPLS united atoms force field parameters with ex-

Aplicit aromatic and polar hydrogens were used (Jorgensen and Tir-
Madorives, 1988). The electrostatic and van der Waals term was cut
poff at 13 Å for all calculations, employing a shift function starting

at 10 Å to ensure a smooth transition of the energy to zero. A
The applied method follows closely the protocol used for the
uccessful prediction of the GpA structure as well as for the predic-
ion of phospholamban and the integrin heteromeric and homo-
eric TM conformations (Adams et al., 1995, 1996; Gottschalk et

l., 2002; Gottschalk and Kessler, 2004a). Different dimer confor-
ations were generated with all possible rotation angle combina-

ions ω of 0°–360° in 45° increments, starting with both left- and
ight-handed crossing angles � of 25° and −25°, respectively. Ini-
ially, the helices were positioned with a vertical shift of zero. Four
rials with different random velocities were carried out starting from
ach conformation by using simulated annealing of all atomic coor-
inates, leaving all degrees of freedom free to vary. First, the sys-

em simulated 5000 steps with a step size of 0.001 ps at 600 K;
econd, the system simulated 5000 steps with a step size of 0.002
s at 300 K. Backbone Ni and Oi+4 were restrained to a 2.8 Å dis-

ance, and backbone NHi and Oi+4 were restrained to a 1.8 Å dis-
ance in order to maintain the helical conformation. The centers of
he helices were restrained to a distance of less than 10.5 Å over
he entire length of the helices. Additional NOE-like restraints have
een included to simulate the crosslinking results and the salt
ridge: the CB distances of the crosslinked residues were re-
trained to be less than 5 Å. In case a Gly is involved in cross-

inking, the CA-CB distance of the Gly and the crosslinking residue
artner was restrained to be less than 6 Å. The salt bridge was

ncluded as a restraint of 2.5 Å between HE or HH1 of R995 and
D1 or OD2 of D723. The resulting structures were grouped into
lusters. A cluster was defined as having at least ten structures
ith a relative rmsd of the backbone atoms of not more than 1.0 Å

rom one member of the cluster to at least one other member. Aver-
ging all coordinates in a cluster and applying the same SA/MD
cheme described above with this averaged structure as the start-

ng conformation generated a representative structure of each
luster.
Two different helix lengths were calculated. Initially, only the TM

omains including residues W967–V984 of αIIb and L694–A711 of
3 were used. In a second run, the helices were prolonged to in-
lude parts of the cytoplasmic domains. The longer helices entailed
967–R997 of αIIb and L694–F727 of β3.
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